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Sindy Ma
SIMULATION LEAD

sindy.y.ma@pwc.com

Sam Burns
SIMULATION LEAD

samuel.p.burns@pwc.com

● Research Scientist in Biomedical Engineering at 
Johns Hopkins University

● Postdoctoral fellow at New York University’s 
Courant Institute of Mathematical Science

● Ph.D. in Applied Mathematics from Columbia 
University 

● M.S in Applied Mathematics (Part III of the 
Mathematical Tripos) from the University of 
Cambridge, UK 

● B.S. in Physics from Oberlin College
● Focus on healthcare simulation modeling
● Focus on data analytics using statistical methods

● B Sc, University of New South Wales
● PwC Australia - Analytics Consulting
● PwC US - Innovation Hub
● Focus on hybrid simulation modeling in 

AnyLogic
● Reinforcement learning, platform agnostic
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- Because of the intended scale and scope, it is 
easy for stakeholders to think all problems will 
be solved with this one model or digital twin.

- Success means continuous improvement and 
deployment

- Expectations of infinite extensibility
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What distinguishes Enterprise Simulations?
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Considerations for 
Enterprise Simulation

projectsPM & Maintenance

The Environment
- Often involves integrating into existing 

systems, data sources, and other models. 
- Updates necessitates dev, test, prod envs. 
- Support multiple concurrent users and 

produces more result data that needs to be 
stored or presented in a UI.

- In ABM, with many agents, relationships can 
create combinatorially intractable models

- Very difficult to agree on a starting problem
- Very difficult to grasp the most appropriate 

scope and scale to solve the problem
- Nature of the problem is strategic or impacts 

the enterprise

- PM now has data, IT, modeling, and 
business teams to coordinate.

- Success means a long term project
- Easily subject to eroding goals
- Extra time to work around existing 

infrastructure
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How do we need to tailor our approach for Enterprise Solutions?
Distinguishing Feature Solution

Need to integrate into 
existing systems, data 
sources, models

Identify sources early and mobilize teams to work together, build out any connections required

User scale Overestimate your users. If your project is successful, this will be the case.

Model scale Do not succumb to eroding goals! Explicitly document the intended scale. Locally developing it may 
not be possible to simulate at the full intended scale so the dev environment needs to be up ASAP 
(cloud computing, etc) to understand the implications. Emergent behavior can also be very different 
with the correct number of agents.

Model complexity Identify your output metrics early on that are needed to solve your problem statement. This ensures 
that you don’t abstract or aggregate away details that are actually required to solve the problem.

Oracle for all problems Write, describe, and seek agreement around exact problems the model aims to address, backlog 
problems not tasks.

Continuous improvement Agree on expectations for a release schedule early on based on the pace of the problems at hand. 
Set up dev, test, demo, prod environments up early to create a pattern of behavior in the developers 
and stakeholders.

Infinite, easy extensions Set expectations upfront that when pushing boundaries, the result is never completely predictable. 
Unless it’s a feature that’s been built before, don’t promise that it will be an easy extension in the 
future.

Critical to get right 
at the onset

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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We think <hypothesis> in these <metrics>. Ideally, <metrics> change as 

conditions  <increase/decrease/threshold>. 

Let’s understand what impacts <metrics> in these <conditions> and 

which of these we have control over.

The 5 steps to starting…

1 Derive the problem statement

Example: During Covid patients defer health care visits and 
treatment. What is the effect of this behavior on disease 
management and progression as observed in claims? What is 
the effectiveness of the client’s available interventions on 
reducing these negative effects on patient health?
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Part 1: Prep

● Preparatory session to educate the audience in ST concepts 

(variables, relationships, feedback loops).

● Opportunity to confirm the problem statement for Part 2.

● Last chance to add people for Part 2.

Part 2: Workshop

● Group modeling exercise meets design thinking workshop. 

● Goal is to have a consensus agreement on the system, visually. 

● Must walk out with the output metrics and how they answer the 

problem statement.

● Strongly prefer in person but can also use miro or Google 

Jamboards.

The 5 steps to starting…

1 Derive the problem statement

2 Run a Systems Thinking Workshop
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Step 2 Examples

Customer retention Organizational growth planning Strategic infrastructure planning
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Output checklist:

❏ Problem statement in a paragraph
❏ Visual representation of the system

● Causal loop diagram, process flow, agent journeys
❏ Variable Dictionary

● Core characteristics, parameters, scenarios, output 
metrics, and levers

❏ High level data request
❏ Handover plan/long term plan for the model

● Platform it will live on, team that will maintain, data 
updates, calibration updates

❏ (Optional) Wireframes

Expect <10 pages and two spreadsheets (variable dictionary, data request).

The 5 steps to starting…

1 Derive the problem statement

2 Run a Systems Thinking Workshop

3 Summarize the output of the 
workshop and read back to the 
stakeholders to cement 
understanding
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● Work with data analyst(s). If they weren’t in the workshops, do a 

read out with them too to provide context

● Identify a data/business contact who can help interpret the data

● Perform Exploratory Data Analysis on sample data. Arrive at list 

of strengths and limitations of the data.

The 5 steps to starting…

1 Derive the problem statement

2 Run a Systems Thinking Workshop

3 Summarize the output of the workshop 
and read back to the stakeholders to 
cement understanding

4 Determine high level data 
requirements, collect sample data, 
and assess for usability Important! This is an opportunity to verify problem statements 

and the logic of the model.
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Go/no go decision:

● We use a Qualification Guide which contains a number of 

questions and checklist items. All the questions should be 

answered in steps 1-4.

● Following steps 3 and 4, you can refine scope, staffing, and time 

estimates.

When do you stop?

● Cannot agree on a problem statement

● No feasible way to incorporate a model into existing processes

● Other methods are more suitable, e.g. machine learning

The 5 steps to starting…

1 Derive the problem statement

2 Run a Systems Thinking Workshop

3 Summarize the output of the workshop 
and read back to the stakeholders to 
cement understanding

4 Determine high level data requirements, 
collect sample data, and assess for 
usability.

5 Decide whether to proceed
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1. Planning is crucial and planning means written documentation.
a. Problem statement in a paragraph
b. Diagram: Causal loop diagram, process flow, agent journeys
c. Variable Dictionary: Characteristics, parameters, scenarios, output metrics, levers
d. Sample Data EDA: everyone must start from the same understanding

2. Client engagement happens when the client comes on the journey with you. Showing 
intermediate results, the process is demystified and the initial vision is not forgotten.

3. Resist the temptation to complicate the design during development. Wait until the end of a 
sprint/phase.
NB This does not include fixing mistaken assumptions of a design.

4. Identify the end user/owner at the beginning of the process.
5. Is what you’re building compatible with the intended users’ existing processes?

Takeaways
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Thank you for listening to

How to Start Enterprise 
Simulations


